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NOTES AND STUDIES
W AND e: STUDIES IN THE WESTERN TEXT OF
ST MARK (continued).
Hosanna.
THE problems raised by the voces populi at the Entry of our Lord
into Jerusalem · very well illustrate the inter-relation of the textual,
literary, and historical problems of the Gospels. The present article is
a continuation of a study of W and @, the two comparatively newly
discovered texts, but in view of the intrinsic interest of the problems
which cluster about the cry of Hosanna I shall not confine myself
merely to questions of various readings.
There can be little doubt as to the true text of
(n) 1 Mk. xi 9b, 10.
'Ouavva· £VAO"f'Y]JLtvOU o·lpx61uvou lv ovoµan Kvp{ov·
£VADY'YJJLEV'YJ .;, lpxoJLEV'YJ f3autA.da Tov 7raTpOu .;,µwv 6.av£{o·
Wuavvil £v To'i'u Vtf!l<rToiu.

This is the text of ~ B and a good many other authorities, including
the Latin and Syriac Vulgates, and also of all modern critical editions.
There are three variants of importance : (i) after f3auiA.da, lv ovoµaTi Kvplov is added by ~ (A N alP1), but
no Versions earlier than q goth syr.hl. There can be no doubt,
from the mere weight of authority, that the addition is out of place : it
may have·come by accident from the preceding line into the archetype
of K, and as it seemed edifying it was allowed to remain. Except for
this addition K agrees with H (i. e. ~ B &c).
(ii) w<tavva (1°)] om. D w bffr ••• +lv vifr{UToiu 299 ci ... +lv v1/,{UTCJt
28 a ••• + T<i.' vifr{UT",! @ i3&c 565 700 k arm (sic).'
A very curious cross-grouping of interesting authorities !
(iii) wuavva (2°) lv TOLU vifr{UToiu] dp~V'Y} lv TOLU vif{uTOLU w 28 700
syr.S OrigMt ... £ip~V'YJ lv ovpav.;;. Kal Oo~a lv vif{UToiU ® arm ... + £ip.
lv ovp. Kal 0. lv vifr. I&C .. • pr. £ip. lv Oup. Kal 0, lv vifr. 25! syr.hl*,
A good deal of this mass of variation is clearly secondary. The
readings lv vifr{UToiu and lv vifr{UT",! in (ii) are very weakly supported in
Greek and are to be regarded as mere corruptions of T<i.' vifr{UT",!· The
1 The number refers to the continuous numeration of the texts considered in
these articles.
• The Ar.menian is bardsnloyn : cf. Acts vii 48.
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readings in (iii) must be considered in connexion with Lk. xix 38, where
' peace in heaven and glory £v vift{crroiu' is substituted for Mark's
wuavva £v TOL<T vift{u-roiu. Lk. xix 38 is thus the ultimate source of the
dp~v17 found in W 28 700 syr.S OrigM•. That dp~v17 is not original is
practically proved by the occurrence of wuavva £v TOL<T vift{u-rot<T in Matt.
xxi 9, where also the former wuavva occurs in the form ' Hosanna to the
Son of David'.
We may thus distinguish here two distinct tendencies in Christian
documents. On the one hand there was a tendency to get rid of
Hosanna altogether as a ' barbarous ' word : this is seen in the paraphrase given by Luke, and also in W. On the other hand the texts
that retain Hosanna tend to add an object in the dative.
This brings us to consider what the meaning of Hosanna was.
Here again there are two traditions, the one grammatical, the other
ritual. It is as if we were asking the meaning of the German cry
Hoch I, and one should say it meant 'high' and another that it meant
'hurrah ! ' The ultimate derivation of hosanna is, no doubt, l!tJ i1lN~''il,
i. e. 'save-oh!'. No doubt, also, the original use of the word as an
exclamation is to be seen in 2 Sam. xiv 4, 2 Kings vi 26, where illl'l!l'il"
is used as the call of a suppliant to the King, like Haro I a mon aide I
But the general import of a ritual exclamation is not necessarily
exhausted by its grammatical derivation : when we shout 'God save the
King ! ' we do not think of the King as in particular need of rescue or
salvation.
It is obvious, of course, that the cry of Hosanna, followed as it is by
Benedi'ctus qui uenit in nomine Domini, has something to do with
Ps. cxviii (cxvii) 25 f, where l!tJ illlll!l'ii actually occurs in the Hebrew.
But what do the words mean in the Psalm ? And why should that
Psalm, or phrases from it, be shouted by a crowd ? At the risk of being
tedious, let me put down in words one feature in which an investigation
such as this differs from those of older expositors, up to fifty years ago.
Till quite recent times the religion of Jews was regarded almost
exclusively as synonymous with the Old Testament, with a greater or
less admixture of Oral Tradition. 'The Law' meant to European
scholars the Pentateuch itself rather than the religious system enacted
in the Pentateuch. And similarly the mere fact that such-and-such
words occurred in a Psalm seemed sufficient reason for their use by
Jews, almost on any occasion. Psalm cxviii forms part of the ' Halle! ',
a collection of Psalms sung at certain times, and this was thought
in itself a sufficient explanation of why the crowd should say Benedictus
qui uenit.
The religion of Jews has probably never been so much of a bookreligion as Christians have imagined, but it is quite certain that
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in Gospel times, in Palestine, while the Temple was still standing and
the sacrifices still being offered, the Jewish Religion was far more
a system of ritual than a book-religion : the average Jew, as distinct
from the professed Scribe, knew how to perform his religious duties
better than he knew what was written about them. If certain acts were
accompanied by certain cries, he knew the cries themselves better than
he knew where they were written in the Bible. If the crowd really
shouted Hosanna I on this occasion it was not because the word
occurred in Psalm cxviii, but because the occasion itself was somehow
similar to that presupposed in Ps. cxviii.
What was the occasion for which Psalm cxviii was composed? An
extremely probable guess is that it was composed for the Dedication of
the Temple by Judas Maccabaeus in December 165 B. c.1 The words
of the Psalm will then have been chosen with reference to the actual
usages at the Feast. And how was the new Dedication Feast
(Ifanukka) celebrated? The answer is given in 2 Mace. x 6, which
tells us that they celebrated it something like the old Feast of Tabernacles, Ovp<TOV<T Kal .K.\a8ov<T wpalov<T (ri 8~ Kal cpo{vtKa<T (xovT£<T, i. e. with
green boughs and branches, such as they could get in December.
These green boughs are what is common to Tabernacles and the ceremonies that accompanied Dedication.
And what was the popular Aramaic name for a thyrsus ? Let
us hear Haman instructing King Ahasuerus about the wicked customs
of the Jews : ' On the 15th of Tishri they make booths on the roofs of
their houses, and they go out into our gardens and pull off our palmbranches 2 and pick our oranges 8 and tear away our greenery and
devastate our gardens, and they pull up their own hedges and spare
them not and they make for themselves Hosannas ... and, they rejoice
and go round with the Hosannas and jump about and spring like kids,
and we do not know whether they are blessing us or cursing us, and they
call it the Feast of Tabernacles' (Targum II to Esther iii 8). So far
as outward appearances are concerned, there must have been a certain
resemblance between the behaviour of the Galilean crowd at the Entry
and the scene so maliciously described by Haman.
Why should green boughs plucked from the hedges be called
' Hosannas', except because Hosanna was shouted when they were
used? And so we find in Psalm cxviii 25 the Hosanna-cry is actually
introduced : 'Ah ! LORD, hoshf'a-na ! Ah ! LORD, make all go well ! '
1 The whole tone of the Psalm speaks of a recent deliverance from the Gentiles
( v. 10) after chastisement (v. 18). Is it possible that CJ1f1:::J.ll:::J. ln ,,CK (v. 2 I")
means 'Institute a Feast of obligation, to be celebrated with thyrsi' 1 'HalleP,
including Ps. cxviii, is still sung at Ejanµkka.
s Or rather, ' citrons ', Ethwg.
• Lulab.
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When the Jews sing the Hallel now, they repeat this twice. When
they came to hoshi'a-na they waved their palm-branch (!ulab): most of
them in Talmudic days waved their branch also at 'make all go well',
but Rabbi Gamaliel and Rabbi Joshua waved only at hoshf'a-na !
(T. B. Succa 37 b).
The conclusions to which these ritual facts seem to point are these:(i) 'Hosanna' had come to be a cry for good luck to God at the
Feast of Tabernacles, from quite ancient times, before the minor
details of the Feast were finally stereotyped. 1
(ii) The fact that the name for the thyrsi is Hosanna, not Hosianna
(N~¥~ii1 not N~ i1~'rfii1), suggests that the Gospels are correct in giving
this shortened form as a popular exclamation.
(iii) Psalm cxviii, composed for the Dedication of the Temple by
Judas Maccabaeus, gives us a hint of the ritual procession to the
Temple then made; it confirms 2 Mace. x 6 in representing this procession as modelled upon the ancient procession at the Feast of
Tabernacles.
(iv) Psalm cxviii 25 is not the ultimate source of the cry Hosanna,
bu.t Hosanna finds a place iri. the Psalm because the ancient cry of
Hosanna was used at that Dedication.
(v) It is a fair deduction to suppose that the behaviour of the
Galilean crowd at our Lord's Entry into Jerusalem was based on what
was appropriate for Ifanukka, for the Feast of the Dedication, rather
than by what was appropriate for Tabernacles.
I venture to suggest that if (v) be accepted as valid many of the
essential difficulties of the traditional narrative disappear. The essential
thing is to get a rational cause for the general action of the crowd and
for the most peculiar and unexpected feature of it, viz. the cry of
Hosanna! All the rest is accessory, and a question of literary method
on the part of the Evangelists. But so long as Hosanna merely
suggests to us a scene imitated from the Vintage-feast of Tabernacles
the whole account is puzzling. The difficulty has always been slurred
over in English Commentaries, even in C. G. Montefiore's, but I feel
there is great force in the ingenuous Note of the Christian Rabbi~ic
scholar A. Wiinsche, who says in his Neue Beitriige (1878), p. 241,
note : ' Our passage [i. e. Matt. xxi 8 f] either contains a confusion of
Passover with Tabernacles, or the narrator has intentionally transferred
a ceremony of the Feast of Tabernacles to Passover'. Such a treatment of the Gospel narrative is only one step removed from the
thoroughgoing scepticism of those who say the story of the Entry is so
improbable that it cannot really have taken place.
1 In the same way pa.t: was an ejaculation, before the pax-brede or osculatorium
came into use. ·
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But when once we connect the sentiments of the followers of Jesus
with the Feast of the Dedication, many other things become clear
besides the reason for Hosanna. Much has been written about the
significance which our Lord may be supposed to have attached to His
public Entry into Jerusalem: what that significance was must, strictly
speaking, remain conjectural, for He is not recorded ever to have
referred to it. But on the other hand we do know what directly
followed the Entry. It led up to the most public action of His
whole career, the Cleansing of the Temple. It is true that according
to Mark it did not take place till the next day, a postponement which
is so little in accordance with romantic effect that we cannot fail to
accept it as sober fact. But notwithstanding the delay, the Cleansing
takes place. It must have been a remarkable scene; no wonder the
authorities sought some way of bringing the Galilean Prophet to grief.
And it is difficult to believe that the personal ascendancy of a single
stranger would have compelled instant obedience with such summary
commands, if unsupported by a large body of those who already
sympathized-more than sympathized, expected something striking and
astonishing. Mk. xi 18b, in fact, tells us that the action of Jesus was
supported by the crowd. We need not even suppose that ?racr o 5x>..ocr
xi 18 means the crowd who had shouted Hosanna yesterday, but
if those who had shouted Hosanna told others that their Prophet was
coming as the messenger of the covenant to purify the sons of Levi just
before the great and terrible Day of the LORD, that Passover-multitude
would be far more ready to let Him do what He would, for a time.
A new Dedication-that is the connecting link between the Entry and l
the Cleansing. On the next day begins the tragedy : Jesus still has the
shout of Hosanna in mind ; but things go on as usual. The end has
not come, and He thinks of Himself as the stone which the builders
have rejected. Before the end of the day the hot-heads among the
Galileans will have learned that their Prophet is willing after all to pay
tribute to Caesar.
One further point must be noticed. The Fourth Gospel puts the
Cleansing of the Temple at the beginning of the public Ministry.
I regard this as a deliberate alteration, an alteration of the same nature
as the omission of the Baptism of Jesus by John and the omission
of the words about the Bread and Wine at the Last Supper. But
in the case of these events the Fourth Evangelist has been careful to
insert elsewhere important sections which give the teaching connected
with the Baptism and the Last Supper. So also here. What is the
text in St John that most of all corresponds to' By what authority doest
Thou these things?' Is it not John x 24? 'How long dost Thou hold
us in suspense? If Thou be the Christ, tell us openly.' This is said
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to have taken place in Jerusalem, at the Feast of the Dedication. It is
practically impossible to take this literally, i. e. to place Jesus in J erusalem in December, if the narrative of Mark be at all historical.
I cannot help thinking that this mention of Ta 'EyKa{via may have
originated in a sort of consciousness that one visit of Jesus to Jerusalem
had something to do with a Dedication of the Temple, a Dedication
which was also, in the words of 2 Mace. x 5, the Ka8api<Tµo<T Tov vaov.
Two other features in the voces populi at the Entry call for remark.
'Our father David' is, so far as I can gather, unparalleled elsewhere.
' Our father Abraham', or ' our father Jacob' (John iv 12 ), is natural
enough in the mouth of an Israelite, but David is never called the
Father of his people. The expression occurs in the line £-tJA.oY7JµiVYf
.;, £pxoµiv'Y} /3a<TiAda Tov 7raTpo<T .;,µwv .:lav£{8·-surely a very unlikely
transcription of the shouts of a crowd, if taken verbatim. If we try to
reconstruct for ourselves what such a crowd as our Galileans may be
supposed to have actually uttered, we must remember not only that,
like other crowds, they would use much shorter cries than this, but also
that they would certainly avoid any direct Name of God. At the most
they might say 'in the Name of Heaven' for £v ov6µan Kvp{ov, but it is
likely that they did not actually say anything corresponding to £v
ov6µan Kvpfov at all, and only shouted 'Biiriich hab-bii '.1 Now the
Messianic Kingdom might be called the .Kingdom of David or the
Kingdom of God, and for the latter you may say {3a<TlAE{a Tov Bwv in
Greek without offence; it was only in Hebrew and Aramaic that Jews
avoided naming God's Name. But you might say 'Kingdom of our
Father ', meaning the Kingdom of God, as in Matt. xiii 43. I cannot
help thinking that the crowd only shouted ' Kingdom of our Father!
Kingdom of David ! ' and that the double cry has been made into one
by the Evangelist.
Still more doubtful is what really corresponded to w<Tavva lv To'i<T
vlf!{<TTOl<T. The simplest explanation is that of the Acta Pilati i 3, 4,
which makes lv To'i<T vlf![<TToi<T a vocative, as if it were b lv To'i<T vif{<TToi<T.
It would thus be equivalent to Solomon's ' then hear Thou in heaven
their prayer and maintain their cause' ( 1 Kings viii 45). This is not,
however, a good linguistic parallel, as the Hebrew in Kings has oit:i~il
only and the Greek £K Tov otJpavov. As the phrase is unparalleled elsewhere it seems to me possible that it is based altogether upon a
misunderstanding, and that it represents N,1y' N)l/~lil lit. 'Hosanna
upwards', i. e. 'Up with your wands!' It was at the moment when
they waved their Hosanna-boughs (or palm-branches, if they had them)
that the actual cry of Hosanna! was made. 2
1
1

Compare Lagarde Onomastica Sacra
See above, p. 4.

160H, ~01 ~6.
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The.Fourth Gospel, recognizing the near resemblance of the scene at
the Entry to the procession at Tabernacles, speaks of the crowd taking
Palm-branches (Ta {3ata, i. e. the Lulab). Whether this be strictly historical or not-the Mount of Olives was nearer than Jericho and the
season was March or April-we may accept it for the moment, on
the ground that a ' Palm-branch' does have associations with us of
processional use, whereas ' olive-branch' and 'green bough ' have
altogether alien connotations in English. We may then, I venture to
suggest, reconstruct the cries of the crowd at the Entry somewhat thus :
-they escorted the ass and its Rider with shouts of 'Hosanna ! '
'Blest be He who comes!'-' Our Father's Kingdom!'-' The Kingdom of David! '-'Up with your palms!'
And if the general ·argument here followed is sound, the best English
equivalent for Hosanna, when it does not mean the green boughs, will
be 'God save Israel ! ', used more or less as we are told they use 'God
save Ireland ! ' over the water. I mean, that Hosanna is a festal
shout, hut a festal shout in the form of a prayer to God to give a good
turn to the affairs of the nation. It is not accurate to say with Suidas
that Hosanna means £1p~VYJ Kat Mta, but when Clement of Alexandria
(Paed. i s) says that cpwo- Kat 86ta Kat aivoo- 1uO' iK£TTjplao- T<i' Kvp{ce is
the interpretation of '!lo-avv& in Greek, he gives a fair account of the
actual use of the word.1
From this long excursus into historical criticism we can now come
back to the variants to Mk. xi 9, 10, both in the MSS and in the other
Synoptic Gospels. We have already considered the paraphrase of
Hosanna in Luke : as usual, his Hellenized phraseology is not far off
the general sense, but the local colour is gone. In Luke, the crowd
praise God with loud voices in thankfulness, but the iK£TYJp{a, the
supplication, is absent. In Matt. xxi 9 wo-avv& is retained, but T<l' vi<t'
aav£{8 is added, both at the Entry and in the story, peculiar to Matthew,
of the boys shouting 'Hosanna to the Son of David' in the Temple.
This phrase presents grave difficulties. I have ventured to give as
a paraphrase of Hosanna, 'God save Israel'; Mr Weymouth gives
'God save the Son of David' as a paraphrase of wo-avva T<i' vi<t' aav£{8,
but the two expressions are not really analogous. Just as the address
to God is understood though not expressed in the ritual shout of
Hosanna, so also the object, viz. ' us ', ' Israel ', ' Thy holy People '
is also inevitable. The Jews only shouted 'Hosanna' to God and they
did not shout it for anybody in particular. Further~ore, ' Son of
David' is one of the favourite catch-words of Matthew, representing an
1 What does Clement mean by c/>W<T 1 Is it merely a mistake for <jJOJvai, or did his
informant ultimately connect the cry with the Feast of the Dedication, a popular
name for which, according to Josephus, was the Ta </>WTa 1
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aspect of the Christ that he is always anxious to bring forward; where
'Son of David' occurs in Matthew and is absent from the parallels in
other Gospels, it is always more likely to be an unhistorical addition
than an independent survival of tradition. And finally, the point of the
quotation of Psalm viii 2 in Matt. xxi 16 depends on the Greek LXX
rendering (a!vov) and is lost in any Semitic language.
For these reasons I regard the appending of Tie viie Aav£{0 to wuawa
as a later addition, made in Greek, and not based on any tradition
which goes back to the original Aramaic-speaking community. This
conclusion has often been reached before, but it is important to see
What is involved by it. In the first place, if the Cry wuavva Tie vi<{J
Aav£{o be not historical, but merely literary, it affords yet another proof
of the close connexion between the sources used by Hegesippus
(Eus. HE ii 23) and our Gospel according to Matthew.1 But another
deduction has to be made. 'Ouavva is retained in Matthew's narrative
without explanation, and even an addition (in Greek) is made to it :
we must infer that among these Greek-speaking Christians, for whom
Matthew wrote, Hosanna had already become a ritual cry, like aX.\.11.\.ovia.
It "is, I suppose, a safe inference that wherever we find a Hebrew or
Aramaic phrase occurring in the New Testament, without an interpretation added, it must have been used in worship: Rabbi is the only
exception. But if Hosanna was used in worship by some Christians
earlier than the writing down of the Gospel of Matthew, we should
expect some traces of it to survive, independent of the literary influence
of that Gospel.
This is actually the case. When Bryennius first edited the Didacke
he found ' Hosanna to the God of David ! ' in the MS and thought it
a mere. scribal blunder. But in later times it is a most improbable
blunder for a Christian scribe to make, to whom ' Hosanna to the Son
of David' ts so familiar from worship even more than from Scripture.
And a parallel to the MS reading from Jewish liturgical sources can
now be given, for in the archaic Palestinian recension of the ' Eighteen
Benedictions' the 14th runs 'Blessed art Thou, 0 LORD, God of David,
Builder of Jerusalem', where the ordinary recension omits 'God of
David '. 2 wuavva Tie 0£ie Aav£t'8 is therefore no mistake, but an ancient
Christian exclamation.
1 Many no doubt would say simply, that Hegesippus based the diction of his
account of the martyrdom of James the Just on our Matthew. I have preferred the
more cautious expression in the text, to leave open the possibility that the similarities between Matthew and Hegesippus are derived from the same source, viz. the
Greek-speaking community of Christians established in Jerusalem (not yet Aelia),
after the Destruction in A. D. 70.
• This recension of the 18 Benedictions is given fro·m Schechter's text in Dalman's
Worte Jesu, p. 300.
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The same may in all likelihood be said of wo-avva r<(i 'Yif!lo-Tlf, found
as a variant in Mark. At any rate this reading is not formed by harmonization to the text of Matthew. It is attested by ® 13&c 565
700 k and the Armenian: when it is noticed that D W 28 a b cffi r all
differ in various ways from the accepted text, it will be seen that
a variant is here attested by all the Western phalanx except syr.S.
Readers of the former article on W and ® will not expect me to draw
the conclusion that St Mark wrote wo-avva r<(i iJiftfo-r"!, but it does seem
to me to have been far the most widely spread text o+. Mark i.. the
second century. The addition was certainly absent· from the text
of Mark used by Matthew and by Luke, but its presence in k, combined with the other Latin evidence, shews that it was already in the
text when the first Latin translation was made. It would be interesting
to know in what part of the Christian world they once used to say
' Hosanna to the Most High!' 'The Most High' as a current Name
for God is specially characteristic of 4 Ezra and the Apocalypse of
Baruch, but as these books are of Jewish origin the coincidence may
not have significance.
One special point remains to be noticed. Origen in his Commentary
on St John (tom. x; Brooke i 207 f) quotes the story of the Entry in
full from Matthew, Mark, and Luke. The quotation was evidently
intended to be exact, for where Origen means to skip (as in the case of
the story of the Fig-tree) he says : i~£A.06vrwv a:iro Hr10avlao- i'1f'£lvaCT£V.
£Ira µ.£ra T1Jv TI}o- ff}paivoµ.lv710- o-vK1jo- olKovoµ.{av· ¥Epxovrai do- 'hpoo-6>..vµ.a.

As a matter of fact, the quotation is very accurate, and Mk. xi 9, 10,
which we are now considering, agrees exactly with Westcott and Hort.
The text of Origen on St John rests upon the Munich Codex of the
thirteenth century; it is usually a faithful witness, and there does not
seem any evidence that the long occasional quotations have at any time
suffered assimilation by copyists to the current texts of the Gospels.
In writing the Commentary on St John, therefore, Origen used a text of
Mark agreeing here with ~ B and modern critical editors against D and
W and ® and other Western evidence.
The passage is again noticed by Origen on Matt. xxi 6 ff (tom. xvi;
Delarue iii 744), a later work. Here the passages are not cited in full,
only the beginnings and ends. Mk. xi 4-9 is thus given: o 8£ MapKooovrw KaTa TOV TO'Tf'OV l~l(}£TO' Kal a7r£A.06vT£CT £fipov 'Tf'WAOV 8£8£µ.lvov 7rpooT1Jv Ovpav ~~w l7rl rov &µ.<P68ov, Kal A.vovo-iv a1rr6v, Kal ra £~1jo- lwo- rov·
£;,>..oy7Jp..lv7J ~ £pxop..lV7J {3ao-iA.da rov 7rarpoo- ~µ.wv l::.a{3{8, dp~v71 £v ro'"iofil/J{CTToio-. Here are two variants at least, the important one (dp~v'YJ
.for wo-avva) agreeing with W.

It might be held that the abridged citation in the Commentary on
was simply inaccurate; but in the same context, on· Matt. xxi 1

·M~thew
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(Delarue iii 73 7 and 743 ), Origen states that Matthew says ' Beth phage ',
Mark 'Bethany ', Luke ' Bethphage and Bethany '. This is true of the
Western texts D lat. vt-vg, but not of any others, the double name being
found in W, in ®, and in syr. S, as well as in all Greek texts except D,
including Origen in Ioan. (Brooke, p. 208). We must therefore accept
these two important variants, viz. the omission of Bethphage in Mk. xi r
and the substitution of dp~VY/ for the second Hosanna in xi 10, as really
characteristic of the text from which Origen was citing in his Commentary on Matthew.
A comparison of Mk. xi 1 with Matt. xxi I and Lk. xix 28, 29, will
make it pretty clear that, whatever the subsequent history of the text
may have been, the original text of Mk. xi 1 agreed with ~B and the
'Textus Receptus': i.e. Origen in Ioan. has the true text and Origen in
Matt. the corrupted. text. The ordinary text of Mk. xi r really invites
change. 'And when they draw near to Jerusalem to Bethphage and
Bethany by the Mount of Olives '-no doubt this indicates that they
were not far from their journey's end in Jerusalem, close to villages at
the foot of the Mount of Olives called Bethphage and Bethany, but it is
very awkwardly expressed. Accordingly the sentence is expanded by
Luke into two ; he says Jesus 'went on, going up to Jerusalem. And
when He drew near to Bethphage and Bethany by the Mount of Olives
.. .' (Lk. xix 28, 29). Matthew eases the sentence by omitting the
mention of Bethany, and also by the insertion of a fresh verb : 'When
they drew near to Jerusalem and came to Bethphage by the Mount of
.Olives' (Matt. xxi 1 ). It is the profusion of place-names in the sentence of Mark that causes the other evangelists to rewrite it. Moreover
there is no hint that in the story of the tied ass either Matthew or Luke
is using any source beyond Mark. As then they agree in mentioning
Bethphage, a village otherwise unnamed in the gospel, it is reasonable
to suppose that Bethphage was in the text of Mark used by Matthew
and Luke, and therefore that those texts which now omit it have
suffered corruption.
The same may be said of the variant in Mk. xi JO: wuavva is there
more primitive than dp~VY/·
Our problem is therefore this : How does it come about that Origen's
citation in his Commentary on St j ohn has a more correct text than in
his Commentary on St Matthew, written some years later?
This is really a very troubleso'me question, much as the textual
student would like to have an authoritative answer for it. It is not
likely that the text underwent progressive corruption of this kind in the
days of Origen. Nor is it very likely that the one text is Egyptian and
the later one Palestinian, for we must suppose that a professed scholar
like Origen would carry his books with him, p.a>..iO"Ta Ta<T µ£p.{3pava<T.
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Nor again, for the reasons given above, need we suppose tqat the text
as given in our MS of the Commentary on St John does not represent
what Origen wrote.
The only explanation I can give is that the citation in the Commentary on St John was really copied from a good MS, while the
citation in the Commentary on St Matthew was given by Origen from
the current text, or at least not from the specially good MS that he
used for the extract from Mark in his Commentary on St John. The
broad fact, apart from single instances to the contrary, is that Origen
is both the first Christian scholar to occupy himself with questions of
text and variant readings, and also the earliest generally consistent
patristic witness to the text preferred by critical editors.· Before his
time the evidence, such as it is, is predominantly Western. The easiest
explanation of this state of things is that Origen is himself somehow
responsible for the emergence of this good, non-Western text, and as it is
highly unlikely that he invented it by conjecture he must have gathered
it from the discovery of better MSS-in this case, probably of some old
MS which had escaped certain widespread corruptions.
But if this be the case, it implies that the text of the Gospels known
to Origen before he embarked upon critical studies was a more or less
corrupted text. It implies, moreover, that the texts commonly used by
his contemporaries in worship and reading were corrupted texts, and
naturally these remained in use until Origen's own works, and the
reputation they won, set the better readings in circulation. 1 And
further, if the texts used by Origen's contemporaries were inferior, it is
likely that Origen, when quoting by memory, or when not verifying his
.quotations by the special MSS or transcripts which he had collected,
would quote in accordance with the corrupted texts. We must remember that he wrote no commentary on Mark : he made no special study
of that gospel, so far as we know, and he may have been simply
unaware of the extent of the variations between the actually existing
MSS.
In any case the fact remains that in nine cases out of ten, as for
instance in the readings discussed in the present article, the readings
of the type called by Hort 'Neutral ', by von Soden.' H ', the readings
in fact of Codices N and B, whether supported by Origen or not,
whether supported by the ' Textus Receptus ' or not, do continually
approve themselves to critical editors. There is, indeed, a remaining
tenth of which a different tale is told, about which I shall hope to say
something· later on : I am speaking now of the nine-tenths majority.
1 No doubt this was done through the agency of Pamphilus, rather than by
.()rigen himself.
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It was one of the great surprises of von Soden's Greek Testament that
the text accepted is so like Hort's. Theories of Greek Testament
textual criticism change, in fact, more than the text accepted by critical
editors as original, Hort's theories and von Soden's about the grouping of authorities, of the relative value of the groups, of the causes of
corruptions and of the method of reconstructing the true text differ
very widely : the odd thing is that they come to much the same result.
Plus i:a change, plus c'est la meme chose. It is very surprising, and the
simplest explanation I can give is that something that Origen did
brought in an otherwise untraced element of very great value. And
further, it seems to me that when Origen trusted to the ordinary texts
round him or to his own memory, his quotations are as full of bad
Western readings as other people's quotations are.

Additional Note upon the readings in Origen in Ioan. (Brooke i 207-209).
In Origen's Commentary on St John, as mentioned above, the texts
of Matt. xxi 1-9, Mk. xi l-12, Lk. xix 29-40, are quoted in full.
I have made a collation of these passages with Westcott and Hort (text)
and the ' Received Text' (S"). Most of the variants naturally are small
points, about which mere tabulated statement gives the fairest impression.
The results are :-

Matt. xxi 1-9.
Origen agrees with W.-H.
c;
" both
" from
" differs

"

Total
Mk. xi 1-12.
Origen agrees with W.-H.
c;
" differs
" from
" both

"

Total
Lk. xix 29-40.
Origen agrees with W.-H.
c;
" from" both
,," differs
Total

8 times
6
6 "

"

20 variants.
16 times

3
3

"
"

22 variants.
9 times
4
6 "

"

19 variants.

It is noteworthy how very much higher the proportion of agreement
with Westcott and Hort (i.e. with ~ B) is in St Mark than in the other
Gospels.
Three of these readings call for special remark. In Matt. xxi 5

NOTES

AND
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1TwAov viov v1To,vytov Origen omits vi6v with NaL Z e and some codd. of

lat. vg. This might have been put down to mere carelessness or to an
accidental omission in Origen's MS, but in the Commentary on Matthew
(Delarue iii 738), where he assumes for Matthew the full reading 1TwAov
viov ii1To,vylov, in comparing it with the text of Zechariah he says ~ wu lv
wn· 1TwAov ii1To,vyfov. The omission of vi6v here is therefore accurate,
so far as the text of Origen's commentary in John goes ; he is copying
here from the text which he calls in his Matthew that of ' some copies'.
Whether the omission of vi6v is ultimately to be preferred is of course
quite another matter.
In Mk. xi 7, 8 Origen omits Kat £Kd.8iu£v E1T' avT6v. KUL 7TOAAol. Ta
1µ.ana awwv (UTpwuav du T~V o86v. This is quite unsupported: the
texts of k, of syr. S, and of W, all omit words just about here, but not
these words. The loss is made up in Origen by the addition of
lUTpwuav du ~v o86v after if.A>..oi 8€ UTif3rJ.8au K6ifravnu EK TWV aypwv.1
Evidently Origen's cod~x was descended from an ancestor that had
lost a couple of lines, or clauses, and the loss has been not quite
successfully patched up. We need not imagine that even if Origen
succeeded in unearthing a very ancient and valuab~e text that text was
impeccable, or that it contained no scribal or other errors.
In Lk. xix 3 7b we read that 'all the multitude of the disciples began
rejoicing and praising God' (~ptavTO, or ~ptaTo, /J.7Tav To 1TA1j8ou • •.
xa{poVT£0" alv£tv). For ATTAN the newly-discovered text w is found to
read ATTANTAN, which Prof. Sanders (p. 141) curiously calls a mistake
in gender. Origen also has ATTANTAN, but quite clearly understands by
it a1TaVT~V ' tO meet ', for the SUbsequent xa{pOVT£0" aivEiV is Changed into
xa{povnu Kal. alvovVT£u, so that the whole_ passage runs 'a multitude of
the disciples began to meet him (sc. Jesus, as He neared the Mount of
Olives, v. 37a), rejoicing and praising God'. Here we may note (i) that
the variation is wrong, for it is only in the (unhistorical) presentation
of the Fourth Gospel that the Hosanna-shouting crowd comes out to
meet Jesus (£t~ABov du v7Td.VT1JO"LV aw<!J, John xii 13); (ii) Origen's text,
as in the case of Mk. xi 7, 8, has been doctored a little, to make the
corrupt reading make sense; (iii) Origen and W after all do not agree,
for in Origen ATTANTAN has been formed out of 3.1Tav T6, while in W it
has been formed by a kind Of reduplication from /J.1TaV Only : it Should
be added that Origen and W shew no other signs of noticeable
agreement in this part of Luke ; (iv) a certain tendency to introduce the
J ohannine feature of the crowd from Jerusalem meeting Jesus is to be
The mention of the &:ypwv is highly characteristic of the ~ B text, in fact green
liltu~ from the fi1lds only appears in ~ B (C) LA sah (bah) syr.hl.mg Orig of all
our critical authorities, early and late. Thus in Origen's text no garments, but
only n1/JrillE1r, are laid on the path.
1
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found elsewhere: to Matt. xxi 9b we find added in syr. C 'and many
went forth to meet Him, and they were rejoicing and glorifying God for
all that they saw ', which agrees with an addition found in <I> (Codex
•
) ; a1f"YJVTWV
>
I
~\
> ~
'' \
I
\ ~ {: ljo
\
() \
\
Berat InUS
0£ avTq> 11"01\l\OL xatpOVTE<T Kat oo.,a~OVT£<T TOV EOV 7rEpt
7ravTwv 6iv ET8ov. The Arabic Diatessaron (xxxix 31-35), it should be
noted, gives a different combination. I mention these readings here,
because I think the single coincidence between Origen and W in
Lk. xix 37, striking as it is at first sight, is very likely nothirtg more
than an accidental coincidence in error, and therefore of no great
significance.
F.
BURKITT.

c.

(To be contz"nued.)

TEXTUAL CRITICISM OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
AN INSTANCE (Ps. xcvii I I).
THE Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible may be broadly
described as a starveling Science which ekes out its existence on false
pretences. Except in the Pentateuch, of which there exists a HebrewSamaritan recension, there are (as everybody knows) only a very few
various readings of any importance or interest, which are preserved in
Hebrew. But this meagre list, too thin to live by itself, has been
incorporated by critics in another of imposing dimensions. 'The
reading of the LXX' is a phrase in common use, and a goodly number
of such ' readings ' is found in almost every modern commentary upon
almost any book of the Hebrew Bible. In fact the Textual Criticism
of the Q.T. lives chiefly by one hypothesis, viz., that a vast number of
the renderings of the LXX can be turned back almost at sight into
ancient readings of the Hebrew text. Renderings (readings) of other
Versions are cited at the heel of the LXX, but chiefly by way of
garnishing.
Critics pay lip-homage to Fact when they confess that the LXX was
born in ignorance and brought up in a state of continual textual corruption. It was made in Egypt because the Egyptian Jews were fast
forgetting their Hebrew, it suffered corruption because it was a popular
version, which could be tried by no standard except that of popularity.
It was fated both to follow the· easier reading and also to fall further
and further away from the Hebrew original. When we arrive at codex

